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President’s Message……
Greetings to members on Ugadi, Mahavir Jayanti, Baisakhi and Bihu festivals.
Recently, the Hon’ble Supreme Court pronounced two landmark judgments that shall make enormous impact on Indian mining
sector. On August 2, 2017, in WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 114 of 2014, it was held in Para 50 of the judgment that:
“Section 21(5) of the MMDR Act is applicable when any person raises, without any lawful authority, any mineral from any land.
In that event, the State Government is entitled to recover from such person the mineral so raised or where the mineral has already
been disposed of, the price thereof as compensation. The words ‘any land’ are not confined to the mining lease area. As far as the
mining lease area is concerned, extraction of a mineral over and above what is permissible under the mining plan or under the EC
undoubtedly attracts the provisions of Section 21(5) of the MMDR Act being extraction without lawful authority.”
It was also held in Para 186(5) & 186(8) of the judgment that:
“(5) Any iron ore or manganese ore extracted contrary to EIA 1994 or EIA 2006
would constitute illegal or unlawful mining (as understood and interpreted by
us) and compensation at 100% of the price of the mineral should be recovered
from 2000-2001 onwards in terms of Section 21(5) of the MMDR Act, if the
extracted mineral has been disposed of. In addition, any rent, royalty or tax
for the period that such mining activity was carried out outside the mining
lease area should be recovered.”

The Mining ban in Goa w.e.f. March 16, 2018, until grant
of fresh leases with fresh EC, directly affects the livelihood
of lakhs of mining dependent people in the State of Goa for
none of their fault and victimized due to regulators failure
in administering legal provisions and handling of concerns
appropriately.

“(8) Any mining activity carried on after 7th January, 1998 without an FC amounts to illegal or unlawful mining in terms of the
provisions of Section 21(5) of MMDR Act attracting 100% recovery of the price of the extracted mineral that is disposed of.”
The above judgment clarifies that large proportion of revenue earned over 20 years by leaseholders as illegal and expected to result
in penal recoveries. The change in interpretation of the law over time makes compliance impossible and huge financial burden
that now appears to befall singularly on leaseholders and not on the regulators, will severely affect investment and employment in
India.
On February 7, 2018, in SPECIAL LEAVE TO APPEAL (CIVIL) NO. 32138 OF 2015, it was held in Para 149 (1), (3) & (6) of the
judgment that:
“1. As a result of the decision, declaration and directions of this Court in Goa Foundation, the State of Goa was obliged to grant fresh
mining leases in accordance with law and not second renewals to the mining lease holders.”
“3. The second renewal of the mining leases granted by the State of Goa was unduly hasty, without taking all relevant material into
consideration and ignoring available relevant material and therefore not in the interests of mineral development. The decision was
taken only to augment the revenues of the State, which is outside the purview of Section 8(3) of the MMDR Act. The second renewal of
the mining leases granted by the State of Goa is liable to be set aside and is quashed.”
“6. The mining lease holders who have been granted the second renewal in violation of the decision and directions of this Court in
Goa Foundation are given time to manage their affairs and may continue their mining operations till 15th March, 2018. However, they
are directed to stop all mining operations with effect from 16th March, 2018 until fresh mining leases (not fresh renewals or other
renewals) are granted and fresh environmental clearances are granted.”
The Mining ban in Goa w.e.f. March 16, 2018, until grant of fresh leases with fresh EC, directly affects the livelihood of lakhs
of mining dependent people in the State of Goa for none of their fault and victimized due to regulators failure in administering
legal provisions and handling of concerns appropriately. MEAI shall continue to engage with the Govt. in suggesting solutions to
minimize the adverse impact on the mining industry.
By the time this issue of MEJ reaches you, we would have celebrated National Seminar on Technological Innovation and Safety
in Mining Industry on 23-24 March at Barajamada (JRDTTI-Noamundi) where MEAI took birth 60 years ago, marking the closing
ceremony of Diamond Jubilee of MEAI. In April 2018, three important events are planned viz. National Seminar on Oil & Solid
Fuels at Jaipur on April 13-15, 2018, National Work Shop on Problems of River Sand Mining and its alternates at Udaipur on April
21-22, 2018, and one day National Seminar on Recent Challenges in Mining Industry at Dhanbad on April 28, 2018 along with 3rd
Council Meeting. I wish all these events a grand success and request all the Council Members to attend the Council Meeting and
encourage the newly formed Dhanbad chapter by your esteemed presence.
Jai Hind

Arun Kumar Kothari
President
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Editor's Desk

Dr. P.V. Rao
Editor, MEJ

Cancellation of 87 iron and manganese ore mining leases in the State of Goa, by the Supreme Court
of India on February 7, 2018, created shockwaves in the mining sector. The Apex Court’s scathing
comment “rapacious and rampant exploitation of our natural resources is the hallmark of our iron ore
mining sector- coupled with a total lack of concern for the environment and health and well-being of
denizens in the vicinity of the mines. The sole motive of mining leaseholders seems to be to make profits
(no matter how) and the attitude seems to be that if the rule of law is required to be put on the back burner,
so be it”, signifies that iron ore mines of Goa not embraced sustainable mining practices. It penalised
all the leaseholders, without exception, by cancelling their leases and directing the Goa government in
unequivocal terms to grant ‘Fresh leases’ in accordance with the MMDR Act, 2015. It further pointed
out that the State government granted second renewal of mining leases, with unwarranted haste, only to
augment revenues. It also directed the Goa government to expedite recovery of around Rs. 1500 crores
dues from mining leaseholders, pursuant to show cause notices issued for extracting ore
exceeding environmental clearance limit.
National Mineral Policy envisions We cannot ignore the obvious that the civil society
carrying
out
environmentally and NGOs started acting resolutely in safeguarding
sustainable mining while securing the inclusive development of the society and questioning
interest of all its stakeholders. The
any deliberate violation of mining laws of the land.
Central and State governments are
responsible for the management of mineral resources; and the enforcement of mining plans
on their behalf is the responsibility of Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) and State Directorates
of Mining and Geology (DMG) respectively.
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Of all the stakeholders, are leaseholders alone answerable for this disaster? Had the regulatory
and monitoring agencies discharged their responsibilities diligently, the unwarranted despair
was completely preventable. During the same period, IBM assessed the mines in Goa for
Star Rating and awarded them for excelling in ‘Sustainable Development Framework’!
How can illegal mining and sustainable development co-exist at the same place! It raises
a pertinent question on the accountability of monitoring agencies for their failures in this
matter.
In view of severity of consequences from the Apex court’s judgement and reflecting on
its primary Objects (Protecting the interests of mining industry professionals and Keep
surveillance on the progress of legislations affecting the mining industry), the National
Council of MEAI promptly deliberated in its WhatsApp group, on the ensuing widespread
distress in the State of Goa. Print media reported that Goa Mineral Ore Exporters’
Association met some union ministers and the PMO on March 6, 2018 to exemplify its
concerns on loss of revenue and employment in the State of Goa and possible damage
to investment credibility of India. The Apex Court’s decision on Goa mining should not
be seen in isolation because even in the State of Odisha, 152 mine owners were punished
with a staggering Rs. 17,576 crores penalty for violating environmental clearance extraction
limit.

Imm. past President- MEAI Member

Editor
Dr. P.V. Rao
(Off. : 040 - 23200510 )
Cell : 96180 91039
Email: editor.mej.meai@gmail.com

PUBLISHER
S. Krishnamurthy
Secretary General,
Mining Engineers’ Association of India
Mob: 96187 43628

Is the Indian mineral sector learning from its mistakes? Are the professional bodies playing
their preeminent role in mentoring and promoting the best practices and business ethics in
the mining sector, offer professional training to mineral industry professionals and play
resilient surveillance role on the regulatory and monitoring agencies? We cannot ignore
the obvious that the civil society and NGOs started acting resolutely in safeguarding
inclusive development of the society and questioning any deliberate violation of mining
laws of the land. The professional bodies and the mining companies should jointly counter
the predominant anti-mining perception prevailing in the country with a shared vision and
steadily disseminating information to the communities on the positive contributions offered
by mining for the welfare of the society. They should capture and circulate videos on mining
success stories, publicize through publications, make presentations in the conferences,
seminars and workshops; and discuss the outcome with the concerned government agencies
on a regular basis. No better alternative but to make honest and persistent efforts to involve
and carry the communities in the region to ensure sustainable mining.
- Editor
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News from the mining world
ä

Iron ore output to reach 210 million tonne this
fiscal: Indian Bureau of Mines
Higher production may see further price correction of
the ore

impact on the overall ore output in the current year,
said an analyst. Besides, Goa iron ore mostly being
shipped out, the development has very little impact on
the domestic ore prices, he added.

Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) has estimated the iron ore
production in the country in the current fiscal at about
210 million tonne, 9 per cent more than the previous
fiscal. Last year, the country had produced 192 million
tonne of iron ore. The projection of higher production
has come as a relief to the steel industry, which was
feeling jittery over disruption in mining operations in
Odisha and Goa during the year and its subsequent
impact on the iron ore prices.

Meanwhile, the prospect of higher production already
has a cooling effect on the iron ore prices which had
spiralled up during three months upto January, 2018.
One of the big miner, NMDC has reduced its ore prices
by Rs 100 per tonne couple of weeks back. Similar
corrections are expected from Odisha miners when
they go for renewal of sale contracts towards the end
of this month.
Dillip Satapathy, BS | March 16, 2018

Odisha, which produced 102 million tonne iron ore, 53
per cent of the country's total iron ore output of 192
million tonne last year, is poised to retain the top slot
this year as well. By the end of last week, the state
had produced 99 million tonne, two million tonne more
than the output achieved in the comparable period last
year and in the remaining days of this fiscal, the state
is expected to cross the previous year's record, said an
official source. On sales front also, iron ore dispatches
have gone up by 7.14 per cent to 120.63 million tonnes
by the first week of March from 112 million tonnes in
the same period of 20161-17.

ä

Coal India urges government to help recover dues
Dues of power plants to Coal India increased to Rs
12,300 crore at the end of February from Rs 9,000
crore in May last year, prompting officials of the staterun monopoly miner to request the power ministry to
intervene and help recover the amount.

Couple of months back, closure of some large
mines in Odisha for non-payment of Supreme Court
imposed compensation for illegal mining, contravening
environment and forest approvals, had raised the
spectre of iron ore supply deficit and pushed up the
ore prices. Between October 2017 and January 2018,
iron ore prices had moved up as much as 60 per cent.

At a recent meeting with power ministry officials, Coal
India executives said that the miner’s priority was
to more than double coal inventory levels at power
plants to 30 million tonnes from the present level of
14 million tonnes but they requested that the ministry
should impress upon power plants to clear the dues at
the earliest. According to the minutes of the meeting,
the dues had continued to rise even as it was earlier
proposed that outstanding dues be cleared within 90
days. A senior Coal India official said that the dues had
been on the rise because power companies had not
been receiving their dues and were in turn unable to
settle the due of Coal India.

But most of these mines have now been allowed to
restart operation after paying the compensation amount.
In addition, a large mine of Aditya Birla group owned
Essel Mining which was closed for last four years on
regulatory issues has also been permitted to reopen.
Together, 25 million tonne of iron ore capacity has been
restored in the state over the past couple of weeks. "The
miners in Odisha have EC (environment clearance) for
142 million tonne iron ore production annually. So there
is further scope to ramp up production in a conducive
market condition", sad an official of a mining company.

As per fuel supply agreements between Coal India
and power companies, coal is supplied on cash-andcarry basis. However, supplies to states and central
generating companies are not regulated due to
intermittent payment constraints. Nevertheless, it was
decided at the meeting that coal supply to the state
and central generating companies may be regulated
corresponding to the current payment if undisputed
outstanding dues are more than 90 days’ equivalent
coal values, the official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.

Similarly, the Supreme Court in December last year
relaxed the annual cap on iron ore excavation by
Category A and B mines in Karnataka from 30 million
tonne to 35 million tonne raising the prospect of higher
ore output in the state. In contrast, the Apex Court has
ordered cancellation of renewed mining leases of 88
mines in Goa bringing to halt all iron ore extraction
activity in the state from March 15. With the action
coming late in the fiscal, it is unlikely to have much

The ministry said at the meeting that efforts should be
made by coal companies and railways to improve coal
supply to the power stations so that power stations have
sufficient coal stock to meet their requirement and build
up their stock to the levels that there is no shortage of
coal during the next monsoon season, between June
and September 2018. Coal India and the railways plan
to jointly load 332 rakes a day till March-end. Of this,
power sector would be getting 274 rakes per day – 220
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mining worth Rs 350 billion in the state between 2005
and 2012. The industry remained shut for nearly 19
months from October 2012 to April 2014, when the
apex court finally allowed miners to operate while
imposing several riders. The restriction of extracting
only 20 million metric tonnes of ore annually was also
imposed on the industry, which had the capacity to tap
double the ore, before the court ban on it in 2012.

rakes from Coal India sidings, 25 rakes from private
washeries and 29 rakes from goodsheds.
The requirement of power companies for 2018-19 is
estimated at 288 rakes per day. Of this 244 rakes would
have to be from Coal India sidings, 24 rakes from
washeries and 20 rakes from goodsheds. The balance
requirement of coal would be met from the Singareni
Collieries Company Limited (53 million tonnes), captive
mines (37 million tonnes) and from e-auction (12 million
tonnes).
Debjoy Sengupta, ET Bureau | Mar 17, 2018
ä

After lifting of the ban, it took another 18 months for
the industry to actually start the work as the first fresh
extraction took place in October 2015. The industry
could not come to its full glory after resumption as
during the fiscal 2015-16, just about 7.2 million metric
tonnes of the ore was extracted. Besides, a total of
37.11 million metric tonnes ore has been extracted
from the time the ban was lifted till date, bringing in a
revenue of Rs 12.43 billion, as per figures of the mines
and geology department.

SC order on closure of Goa mines comes into effect
tonight; govt worried
The mining and tourism industries are the key revenue
earners for the coastal state
The five-decade-old mining industry in Goa is staring
at another bout of uncertainty as the Supreme Court
order on closure of iron ore extraction activity in
the state comes into effect on Thursday night. Goa
agriculture minister Vijai Sardesai had on Wednesday
said that the state would face the "biggest" crisis from
Thursday, when the mining ban comes into force.

"The main reason why the industry could not pick up
speed is the lack of demand from markets like China,
which was a traditional buyer of the ore from Goa.
The ore produced in the state is of low grade and it
has no value in the international market," said Haresh
Melwani, a mine owner and member of the Goa Mining
Association. Even after the ban was lifted, the industry
was reeling under crisis due to several reasons,
including taxation on the product, he said. The shutting
down of the mining industry now is expected to have an
economic impact on Goa.

The mining and tourism industries are the key revenue
earners for the coastal state. A cabinet committee had
on Wednesday decided to urge Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar, currently in the US for medical treatment, to
file a review petition in the apex court as a last-ditch
effort to save the industry and its stakeholders. The
state government fears that the sudden stoppage of
extraction of fresh ore would result in 0.2 million people,
working at mining sites on different assignments, losing
their jobs. The government, meanwhile, has drawn a
comprehensive plan under which mine owners will stop
the extraction of ore from tonight while machineries will
be moved out from the sites later.

"The overall economy of the state will slow down. The
impact is going to be huge. People living in the mining
belt are in a state of panic. Their livelihood would be
lost," Maharashtrawadi Gomantak Party's MLA from
Sanvordem constituency Deepak Pauskar said. The
Sanvordem constituency is predominantly a mining
belt. The state government has been trying to work out
a solution to resolve the crisis but there may not be an
immediate relief available for the people, he said.
Press Trust of India, Panaji | March 15, 2018

The Supreme Court (SC) had last month quashed the
second renewal of iron ore mining leases given to 88
companies in Goa in 2015. The apex court said it was
giving time till March 15 to mining lease holders, who
have been granted a second renewal in violation of its
previous directions, to manage their affairs. They are
directed to stop all mining operations with effect from
March 16, until fresh mining leases (not fresh renewals
or other renewals) are granted and fresh environmental
clearances are granted, the court had said. People
dependent on this industry are worried as it appears
there are no signs of resumption of mining activity in
the near future.

ä

The Odisha government is readying to start the auction
of five more mineral blocks by April. It has identified
two iron ore and three limestone blocks to go under
the hammer. Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) has already
been issued in respect of these blocks. Two iron ore
blocks -- Chandiposhi and Purheibahal -- would be
offered for mining lease (ML). Of the three limestone
blocks identified, Behera Banjipali and Garramura are
meant for ML, while the Uskalvagu block is for grant of
composite license (prospecting license cum ML).

This is the second big blow to the industry, which had
faced closure in 2012 also following the SC directives.
The court had then taken cognizance of the M B Shah
commission report, which claimed there was illegal
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Two iron ore, three limestone blocks to go under
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The deadline for submission of bids is April 18. Odisha
was the first state to auction an iron ore block -- the
Ghoraburhani Sagasahi block with about 100 million
tonnes. Essar Steel won the block at the electronic
auctions, outbidding strong contenders like Tata Steel
and Jindal Steel & Power Ltd (JSPL). The pollution
board has given the 'Consent to Establish' under
Section 25 of Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution)
Act, 1974 and Section 21 of Air (Prevention & Control
of Pollution) Act, 1981.

opening up the coal sector to commercial mining by
private entities.

The approval is for production of run of the mine iron
ore of capacity 7.16 million tonnes per annum (mtpa),
crushing and screening plant and iron ore beneficiation
plant of 6.7 mtpa. The facilities are proposed to be set
up over an area of 139.16 hectares straddling the
villages of Ghoraburhani, Sagasahi and Kalamanga at
Koira tahsil in Sundargarh district.

The Cabinet had last week approved auctioning of coal
mines to any firm bidding the highest per tonne price.
At present, private sector firms are only allowed to mine
coal for use in cement, steel, power and aluminium
plants. Coal India Ltd (CIL) is the sole commercial
miner with 80 per cent market share.

"We can also take a decision that in future only
commercial mining will be done.... things are evolving,
we will see. One experience is there of end-use
auctions. This will be another experience of commercial
mining auctions. So we will see and compare whatever
is better for the country in the longer term," Coal
Secretary Susheel Kumar told PTI in an interview.

Terming commercial mining a "full-fledged reform" in
the coal sector, the secretary said the government is
evaluating whether it is advisable to go for end-use
restrictions.

Later, the Odisha government auctioned two more
iron ore blocks- Kalamang and Netrabandha Pahar.
Bhushan Steel won the Kalamang iron ore block in a
round of intense bidding, outbidding heavyweights like
Tata Steel, Jindal Steel & Power Ltd (JSPL), JSW Steel,
another Bhushan Group firm- Bhushan Power & Steel
Ltd and Vedanta Ltd. The preferred bidder- Bhushan
Steel has offered to share 100 per cent of the revenue
with the Odisha government from its iron ore mining
operations.

"There is an idea floated by few people which we are
examining whether it is advisable to go for end-use
restrictions because that is a half-hearted reform. It
is not a full-fledged reform. Commercial mining is a
full-fledged reform so that is something which we are
evaluating and whatever is in the best interest of the
country will be done," Kumar explained.

Bhushan Power & Steel (BPSL) emerged as the
preferred bidder for the Netrabandh Pahar iron ore
block meant for merchant mining. BPSL won the block
with a quote to share 87.15 per cent of the revenue
from mining operations with the state government.

Stating that the country was slowly moving towards a
free market in the coal sector, the secretary said CIL
ought to improve its efficiency else it "will not be in the
market."
On deadline for commercial mining auctions, the
secretary said: "Our expectation is that we will complete
the process of the auction by March 2019."

The sole limestone block auctioned in Odisha has gone
to Dalmia Cement, while mine developer cum operator
Thriveni Earthmovers Ltd has won a manganese
block.
Jayajit Dash, BS, Bhubaneswar | March 6, 2018
ä

He, however, did not divulge the number of blocks to be
put for bidding in the first tranche.
The government had in 2014 auctioned 29 mines to
private players and states for capital use in power,
steel, aluminium and cement plants. In the following
year, it permitted the allotment of coal mines to states
for mining and commercial sale to medium, small and
cottage industries. Close to 16 mines were allotted to
several states.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi Last | February 26, 2018

Govt in future may auction coal mines only for
commercial use: Coal Secretary
It will only allow to auction mines for commercial use
to private as well as foreign companies with a view to
boost domestic production and cut imports
The government may in near future scrap the present
system of allocating coal mines for captive use and
instead only auction mines for commercial use to
private as well as foreign companies with a view to
boost domestic production and cut imports, a top
official said. The move, which would not just help attract
foreign investment but also bring in efficiency and
promote competition, follows government's decision of
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Readers Views
Responses from MEAI Members on naming MEJ
Following readers of MEJ expressed their candid views
in some detail and their abridged version is presented
below. I thank each one of them for expressing their
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views on the topic of "Magazine or Journal" and
assure them of working out on some of their valuable
suggestions.
Mr PK Govindaswamy,
LM 628/TN, pkgovindaswamy@hotmail.com on, Feb 4, 2018

good that you have done it and I really appreciate this.
MEJ is excellent and within your limited means, you
are doing an excellent job, but as you want the readers
to convey their suggestions, I am furnishing the same
as mentioned below.

“I feel it is high time that we have a separate Magazine
in addition to the Journal as we now have enabling
infrastructure in place. Let us restrict technical articles
only to the Journal and re-allocate some portion, like
Mining news / Chapter activities etc. to Magazine and
whatever else the editorial team deem fit. Journal can
be published Quarterly / bi-monthly.

Singareni Collieries is the biggest PSU of Telangana
and Andhra and a highly important Company on the
national mining scene, but its participation in MEJ is
too meagre. None of the Directors actively participates
in MEAI activities. MEJ publishes excellent articles but I
suggest that we should have some articles on ‘National
Mineral Policy’.

As our members are spread across the country and
abroad, getting contributions in the form of various
topics of general interest will not be a problem. Many
active and retired mining veterans can contribute their
unique experiences. This narrative could be windowdressed appropriately as inspiring stories for young
Mining industry professionals. In addition, tit-bits and
interesting extracts from in-house magazines of their
respective organization can also enrich the contents of
the Magazine. Spouses of members can also take part
actively in enhancing the quality of Magazine with their
contributions. As you know, a Magazine brings their
readers closer, unlike Journal, in a friendly /family kind
of way (which is the need of the hour) and eventually
the combined voice can be channelized to invite
attention of the authorities to address issues peculiar
to our profession.”
Mr Ramesh bhatawdekar,

What is “Ballarshah” or Ballarpur? It is the point where
WARDHA Valley Coalfield ends and Godavari Valley
Coalfield starts. While Wardha Valley is better explored,
Godavari Valley coal is not. One tonne of Godavari
valley coal is equivalent to 3 tonnes of Talcher coal in
the national context, repeat, national context. It is for
MEJ to bring out this truth. Work out the economics for
Southern sector and you will understand it.”
- Editor

3rd National Conclave
on Mines & Minerals
Mr Deepak Gupta, Secretary, New Delhi Chapter attended
the National Conclave, held on March 20, 2018 at New Delhi,
on behalf of MEAI. Mr BRV Susheel Kumar, Chairman,
Hyderabad Chapter and Mr OP Gupta, Chairman, Rajasthan
Chapter-Jaipur also attended the Conclave.

International Fellow, Univestiti Teknologi Malaysia,
rmbhatawdekar@yahoo.com, Feb 5, 2018

Mr Deepak Gupta shared the following observations on
the conclave:
1) Mines Minister and Minister of State were present
besides Mines Secretary Mr Arun Kumar and Secretary
designate Mr Anil Mukim. He is currently OSD and will take
charge as Secretary from 1st April. 2) Mines Minister and
Secretary in their address conceded the fact that the auction
process has not been smooth and is not generating interest
from investors as per expectation. 3) Mines Minister also
admitted in his address that exploration is still very slow and
other than PSUs, there were no bidders from the private
sector. He also mentioned that he is aware that this was
because of lack of seam-less transition from PL to ML in
the current statutes. Nonetheless, he still exhorted the big
companies to come forward in national interest. 4) Awards
were presented Five Star Rated mines. In all 57 mines were
recognized. 5) Phase 1 Module of Mining Tenement System
(MTS) which included PMKKKY portal was launched during
the Conclave. 6) Though there was fair participation from
the Industry and State Governments, the overall the mood
was not upbeat. 7) The occasion was also utilized as a
platform to bid farewell to Mr Arun Kumar and to welcome
Mr Anil Mukim.

“It's a very good subject for the discussion to make
MEJ as SCOPUS or Indexed Journal.
MEJ may be divided into two parts - Mining Engineers'
News Bulletin and MEJ as research Journal.
None of SCOPUS Journal has so many news and
advertisements, which can be part of News Bulletin.
MEAI organizes several conferences and those
papers can be published as SCOPUS indexed journal
special volume if they are found to be of acceptable
standard. I find that 100% papers are accepted in India.
Researchers all over world are interested to publish
their research work in SCOPUS indexed Journals,
which should be promoted. In India, many professionals
from mines are doing PhD and they will be interested
to publish their work in SCOPUS journal.”
Mr RB.Mathur
rb.mathur@virginiamr.com, Feb 5, 2018
“I have read complete page of Editor’s Desk (Feb’18
issue) and it seems you have opened your heart. It is
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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MINES SAFETY ASSOCIATION KARNATAKA
GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS
National Conference on FUTURE TRENDS IN MINING
(Tomorrow Mine – SAFE MINE)

25th & 26th May 2018
J.N.Tata Auditorium, Indian institute of Science, Bengaluru, Karnataka (India)
Mines Safety Association Karnataka (MSAK) which was established during 1968 by Late Sri.S.C.Mohanty of Hutti Gold Mines
Company Limited with support of DGMS will celebrate Golden Jubilee year during 2018. MSAK is a pioneer association in India,
dedicated to Mining Industry in Karnataka and parts of Andra Pradesh & Tamilnadu
CONFERENCE BACKGROUND
In this background, MSAK felt to organize the seminar to discuss “Future Trends in Mining” (Tomorrow Mine-SAFE MINE). The
experts in the various aspects of mining and other allied subjects are invited to present their views in all technical sessions for
meaningful discussion. The Seminar is designed to have better interaction instead of simple presentation.
CONFERENCE THEMES
1.
Safety Standards in Mining – New Tools
2.
New Trends of Exploration in Strategic & Research minerals
3.
Advance Technology in Mining operations
4.
Sustainable Environment
5.
Legislation, Amendments and their effects
6.
Infrastructure development around Mining (Stakeholders)
7.
Alternative system of transportation: Downhill Conveyors and Railway Siding etc.,
8.
Processing of Strategic Rare Earth Minerals & Beneficiation of low grade bulk minerals
9.
Education, Training & HRD
DELEGATE REGISTRATION
To register, please fill up the Registration Form and return it along with the applicable Fee.

Delegate Fee

Before 31st March 2018
Rs.3500/-

After 31st March 2018
Rs.4000/-

Spot Registration
Rs.4,250/-

Stall for Exhibit Products
Leading manufacturing companies are invited to exhibit their recent equipments or technology
Payments
The Demand Draft/Cheque towards the above amount may please be made in favour in Hon.Secretary, Mines Safety Association
Karnataka, payble at Hosapete and sent to Hon.Secretary, MSAK C/o. MSPL LIMITED, Baldota Enclave, Abheraj Baldota Road,
Hosapete-583 203, Ballari (Dist) Karnataka, India
Chief Patrons
Shri. Prasanta Kumar Sarkar
Director General of Mines Safety, Dhanbad, Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India
Principal Convener
Dr. Meda Venkataiah
Executive Director, M/s. MSPL LIMITED & Chairman, MSAK
Principal Sponsors
Directorate General of Mines Safety, Ministry of Labour & Employment, Government of India
Department of Mines & Geology, Government of Karnataka
For more details Contact
Convener
Shri. Dhananjaya G Reddy
General Manager, M/s. R.Praveen Chandra & Hon.Secretary, MSAK, Email id: dhananjaya@ermgroup.in
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National Conference
on
Recent Challenges in Mining Industry (RCMI 2018)
Organised by

MEAI Dhanbad Chapter in association with CSIR-CIMFR
April 28, 2018, Venue: CSIR-CIMFR, Auditorium, Dhanbad

Themes

Event Profile

ä

Exploration: Policies, Techniques and Resource modelling;

Abstracts should convey new technical information and of potential interest to

ä

Mining: Deep mining, Ground control issues, ventilation and
workplace environment, Rock blasting and fragmentation, Slope
stability

researchers and/or practitioners in the field. Laboratory and field experiments,

ä

Environment: Policies and Best practices

ä

Sustainable development

ä

Mineral processing: Quality assessment and improved recovery

ä

Allied Engineering

modelling efforts, studies of relevant field sites, technical evaluations of new
technology, and engineering applications would constitute the deliberations.
Various objectives of the seminar is to bring together practicing engineers,
planning & design engineers, researchers, academicians in the fields of
geology, exploration, mining and allied engineering.

Registration
ä

Rs. 5,000/- per delegate from Corporate bodies / Industry

ä

Rs. 4,000/- per delegate from R&D organizations and Academic Institutions

ä

Rs. 2, 000/-per delegate (MEAI members)

ä

Rs. 1,000/- per Research Scholar and Student delegate.

Sponshorship

Advertisement

ä

Gold Sponsorship: Rs.1,50,000/- (includes 5 delegates free)

ä

Back Cover colour: Rs. 35,000/-

ä

Silver Sponsorship: Rs.1,00,000/- (includes 3 delegates free)

ä

Inside Cover Colour: Rs. 25,000/-

ä

Bronze Sponsorship: Rs.50,000/- (includes 1 delegate free)

ä

Inside Full Page Colour: Rs. 15,000/-

ä

Inside Half Page Colour: Rs. 10,000/-

Last date of full paper submission: March 22, 2018
Last date of registration: March 30, 2018

Mode of Remittance
Fees may be remitted by A/c Payee Demand Draft drawn in favour of “MINING ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION OF INDIA DHANBAD CHAPTER ”
payable at Dhanbad or through RTGS/NEFT, Account No. 36964454599, payable at State Bank of India, Hirapur Branch, Dhanbad-826001
(IFSC code : SBIN0001670; MICR no. 826002007).

Contact
Dr. Santosh Kumar Ray, Convener, RCMI 2018
Principal Scientist, CSIR-Central Institute of Mining and Fuel Research, Dhanbad
Cell: 9431746573, Email: meaidhanbadchapter@gmail.com, santoshray8@gmail.com
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Production Ramp-up Measures at Sindesar Khurd
underground Lead-Zinc mine
R.P. Dashora

Abstract
Sindesar Khurd underground Lead-Zinc mine is one of the main mine of Hindustan Zinc Ltd., It has produced 3.7mtpa last year
and is poised to produce 4.5mtpa.
Lead Zinc mineralization occurs in main lens along with auxiliary lenses making a huge reserve of 122mt. the average width of
mineralization varies from 15 to 85m with a dip of 55-65° due west.
The moderately competent rocks of the area rendered it for adoption of Blast hole stoping with back filling. The mine has been
developed into several levels (interval ranging from 75 to 120m). In order to control dilution and maintain stability, primary and
secondary stopes of 25m span are developed and extracted in the same sequence.
In order to ramp up its mine production on sustainable basis, the mine has been developed on robust strategy of primary focus on
safety, innovation and technology. Accordingly, multi-level, multi-stope extraction was planned. Mechanization of International
level was inducted in mine exploration and mine development which are prime requisites of the production ramp using Mobile
carrier Exploratory Rigs and Jumbo drills respectively. Likewise, Loading Hauling were also ramped up by deploying larger fleet
of LHD 17T and LPDT 50-60T.
1. Introduction
The Sindewar Khurd mine (SKM) situated about 80km east
of Udaipur is well connected by national highways and
airport. The access to the mine is through two ramps- north
and south. The mineralization strikes along North-South and
dips due west.
SKM mine is steadily mechanized embracing latest
technologies and has witnessed one of the steepest
production ramp from mere 0.3Mt in 2007-08 to 3.6Mtpa in
2016-17. Transformation of SKM from Conventional mining
technology using narrow cross section drives/ openings
using track-system of hauling and hoisting through incline/
shaft to Jumbos, EHS production drilling machines and
trackless system using large (50-60t) capacity LPDT has
revolutionized the metal mining horizons of India. It has
not only ramped up the production but improved safety to
International standards besides reducing the mining cost to
the lowest cost producing mine across the globe.
2. Geology
SKM forms the eastern limb of the Dariba-Bethumani doubly
plunging synform and has NE-SW trend and dips steeply
towards west (Fig.1). The area has passed through atleast
four stages of deformation (Yadav, 2015). The calc-silicate

Fig.1 Geological Plan

Site President, Hindustan Zinc Ltd.
Original manuscript received on 3-12-2017; peer reviewed and accepted on 20-12-2017
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bearing dolomite lens present in the mica-schist-chert
horizon forms the principle host rock for the sphaleritegalena mineralization. The mine extends about 1500m
along strike and 120-920m in depth with width in range of
5-60m. The overall dip varies from 37-70° is due west and
gets overturned below 120mRL elevation. The HW rockmica-schist-chert formation is weak with RMR 35-55. The
host rock is calc-silicate bearing dolomite – comparatively
stronger with RMR 40-70.

15mRL levels (Fig.2 & 3). It has been divided into mining
blocks viz. 425-300mRL, 290-215mRL, 195-160mRL, 13015mRL while their intervening thicknesses forms the crown
pillars. Block 425-300mRL is mined out with blast hole open
stoping method with rib pillars. Leaving a large number of
ribs resulted in blocking substantial ore in-situ. In order to
maximize ore recovery, control dilution and improve regional
and global stability, Block 290-215, 195-160mRL and 13015mRL are being worked on primary secondary concept
using blast hole stoping method but with post filling.

3. The mine at a glance
Currently the mine is being worked out between 425-

Fig.2 Long Vertical Section of the mine

Auxiliary lens SKA2 between 325-215mRL is also in
operation. In 425-100mRL block is under mine development
for creating stoping panels while 130-15mRL involves for
developing mine infrastructures.
The 425-300mRL, 290-215mRL, 190-160mRL and 130100mRL constituted multilevel mine production centres.
4. Mining Method
The mine has access from two main ramps, six vent raises
and old incline. The north and south ramps are 5.5mx 5m
and have gradient of 1 in 7 are suitable for 20 to 60t low
profile dump trucks LPDT and 7t to 21t LHDs.
Currently mining is carried out in two areas with a crown
pillar (290-315mRL) in between them:
l

Upper level: Open stoping method between 315mRL
and 425mRL deploying blast hole stoping method with
leaving rib pillars at an interval of 40-50m,
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l

Lower level: by primary and secondary stoping (with
stope length of 25-30m) between 215 and 290mRL
with post filling.

The slot is created by slashing 89/115mm dia holes against
the slot raise created by drop raising. Soon after the slot
is widened to full stope width, the production rings are
fired against the free face of slot and retreating firing stope
production rings drilled in ore drive against it (Lal et al.,
2012).

Blasthole open stoping comprises (Fig.4) of creating a
transverse slot at the widest part of the orebody and carrying
out production ring drilling all along the strike length of the
stope. These rings are drilled in drill level excavated at top of
the stope, at sublevel at almost mid height and an extraction
level excavated at the lowest level of the stope.

For large sublevel height (40-50m), the slot is drilled by 115165mm dia holes and opened by drop raising or vertical
crater retreat technique. Tele-remote operated LHDs are
used to bog-down the wider stopes.

Fig.4 Blast hole stoping method deployed at SKM

In order to maximize ore recovery, improve local and
regional stability, minimize dilution, primary-secondary
stoping method with post filling has been deployed. Paste fill
is extensively used in addition to classified mill tails hydraulic
backfill.

have culminated into redesigning the stoping parameters.
Now in lower levels, the sublevel height has been reduced to
35m, strike length to 30m and blast hole diameter reduced
to 115/89mm.
5. Major initiatives taken for ramp up of mine
production
In the last decade, i.e. 2006-07, etc., the mine used to
produce about 0.3-0.4 million tonne per annum in the initial

Experience gained during mining in upper levels (300400mRL) with larger open stopes having 50m sublevel
height and 40-45m strike length using 165mm blast holes
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would be carried out up to 55mRL using 2 ramps for hauling.
Thereafter, once the mining depth increases beyond 500m,
the shaft would be used for ore hoisting. Production from the
lower blocks will boost up the production. Ramps would be
further deepened to the lower levels and would be used for
ore hauling as well for material handling to lower levels.

years (up to 2009-10). At that time, the mine was accessed
from narrow ramps hauling through 20t trucks. Since 201011, a major ramp-up strategy was chalked out- Change in
paradigm: Instead of developing the SKM on conventional
prevailing pattern with small sized openings (4mx3m) and
with rail based ore hauling- Granby cars and locomotives,
out of box thinking was involved to carry out mining at SKM.
It resulted in quantum increase in its productivity, lowering
cost (Fig.5) and increased safety.

As mentioned earlier, as a part of multi-level and multi-lens
mining strategy, the auxiliary lenses SKA2 block (300 to
100mRL), SKA6 block (400 to 275mRL), SKA8 block (400
to 350mRL), SKA 11 block (160 to -50mRL) and SKA 14
block (425 to 300mRL) would be extracted along with the
main orebody.

5.1 Strategic planning
 Multi-stope and multi-level mining
 Trackless mining,
 Using Electricity as source of power than
conventional Pneumatic
 Use of filling to optimize ore recovery- locking
lesser tonnage in mine pillars
 Initial 500m depth ore hoisting by ramp followed
by shaft
 Using mine waste in stope filling rather than
hauling to surface
 Upgrading filling technology to paste fill

In all these blocks, post filling would be carried out in
all primary and secondary stopes to maximize the ore
extraction, minimize dilution and ensure stability of the
mine. Crown and sill pillars extraction would be planned
after getting satisfactory geotechnical notes from competent
Geotechnical consulting companies including CIMFR/
NIRM.

Robust mine planning including monitoring and scheduling
has led to improve over all health of the mine by optimized
mine operations, salubrious mine environment, improving
ground stability. Whole the mine has been designed based
on 3D numerical modeling using latest geotech software like
FLAC-3D, etc. involving international consultants SRK, AMC,
etc. along with indigenous agencies like CIMFR, NIRM, etc.
along with in-house expertise.
Latest mine monitoring techniques like Cavity Monitoring
Survey (CMS), Bore Track tool for measuring boreholes
deviation, Sirro-vision software for carrying out geotechnical
mapping, Total Survey Station (TS) are the basic building
blocks of the mining operation.
Every sort of stope planning is carried out by DATAMINE
software.
One of very favourable attribute a deposit- i.e. occurrence of
ore at shallow depth and in moderately strong environ, was
fully harnessed to plan a mechanized mining operations
including trackless mining. As an established thumb of rule,
trackless mining is very lucrative upto 500m depth, thereafter,
this advantage gets offset for longer time taken for hauling
ore in ramps to surface. As an experimentation, initially, 20t
trucks were planned to haul ore from UG to surface. Having
gaze at 50-60t trucks, mine openings were then planned
with larger cross-section 5.5mx5m.
Currently, the mine production is further going to be
enhanced to 4.5mtpa. For this purpose, trackless mining
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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5.2. Higher degree of Mechanization
5.2.1 Exploratory Drilling
To boost the basic step of reserve generation, mobile
exploratory rigs (Fig.6) were introduced which enhanced the
exploratory drilling:

Fig.7 Drilling Jumbo and mine development trend

pattern has improved pull per blast to 3.8m in a round of 4m
with powder factor of about 1 kg/ton.
The mechanization in mine development using Jumbo-drill
and LHD combination has enhanced development rate
to 100-125m/jumbo/month. In main lens, mining is being
carried out by developing levels at 425, 400, 375, 350, 315,
300, 290, 265, 240, 215, 195, 160, 130, 100, 65, and 15mRL
while 350, 315, 215, 160, 100, 15 and -55mRL are the main
extraction levels.

Fig.6 Exploratory Drill and drilling trend

5.2.2 Mine development
For ramping up the mine production, the degree of
mechanization in mine development and mine production
needs to be enhanced commensurately. Mine development
being the prime requisite, development headings are driven
by single/ double boom jumbos (Fig.7) and mucked with 10t
LHD and 30t LPDT combination. The rate of development
has been enhanced to 120-150m/machine/month with
5.5mx5m cross-section from a 40-50m/month in 4mx3m
cross-section drives.

5.2.3 Stoping operations
Adoption of large diameter Blast Hole technique with
primary, secondary/ tertiary sequencing with post filling with
using cement classified tailing and now with paste filling has
dramatically increased the productivity and safety of mine
operations (Dutta et al., 2015).
Remote operated slot raising machine CUBEX V-30 has
drastically reduced the stope cycle time along with safety.
The underground OMS at SKM has improved to 14 t/man/
shaft from a meager of 4 t/man shaft during last 5 years
(Fig.5).

Development faces are charged with cartridge emulsion
explosive (25/40mm) with Nonel delay detonators. Recently,
the charging has been mechanized using pneumatic emulsion
charging (Charmec) greatly reducing the development cycle
time. The mechanized and accurate drilling using Burn cut
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Drilling and Blasting
For enhancing mine production, stopes are being drilled with
Electro-Hydraulic System (Solo Sandvik) drill machines for
drilling 64mm upholes in trough rings (Fig.8) and 89/102mm
holes for downward production rings. However, ITH drills are
used to drill 115mm dia when the drill length exceeds 35m.
In stope blasts, emulsion explosive (83/125mm) cartridges
using non-electric detonators are fired with a drill factor of
12 t/m achieving 0.3 to 0.4kg/t powder factor.

Fig.9 Loading Hauling Dumping- LHD and ore production trend

5.3 Mine Services & Ground stability measures
5.3.1 Mine Filling system
For optimizing the extraction ratio, improve local and regional
stability, minimize ore dilution, it was decided to deploy filled
version of large hole Blast hole stoping method. In beginning,
hydraulic filling with 63% solids using 5-10% cement was
used. It had filling capacity of 70m3/ hour. However, to cope
up with ramp up of mine production to 3.5-4.5mtpa, the latest
filling technique- paste-fill has been applied which has 80%
solid against 63% in classified tailing system and enhanced
capacity of 143 m3/ hour reticulating through a network of
surface borewells and underground pipeline circuit. The
new system has much better strength and lesser water to
handle.

Fig.8 Production drilling machine and drilling trend

Bore track instruments are used to measure hole deviation.
Emulsion explosive with non-electronic initiator are fired
with a drill factor of 10-12 t/m giving a powder factor of 0.30.4kg/t.
Ore Hauling
For ore handling, diesel operated LHDs of 10 and 17t
capacities are used at stope extraction level dumping ore in
ore transfer passes, from their underneath, 17t LHD loads
(Fig.9) 50t LPDT which hauls ore to surface using South
ramp. In lower levels, 17t LHD directly loads 50t LPDT which
again hauls through South ramp to surface. In North ramp
circuit, (though capable of hauling 50t LPDT), 7/10t LHD
load 20 t LPDT to haul ore/ waste to surface.
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5.3.2 Communication
Communication is the heart line of modern era and its
importance has increased in latest era of faster, voluminous
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mining. Replacing conventional telephone, latest world
class- wi-fi system has been introduced in the surface and
underground operations. Every mobile equipment is fitted
with walkie-talkie and is connected with central control
system of the mine. For smooth and safe plying, movement
of all mine trucks, various utility vehicles, etc., is governed
with the wi-fi system which has replaced the earlier LeakyFeeder system of communication.

Lal A.K., Daripa M., Kumar A., Chittora V., Roy M.P. and
Singh P.K., 2012, “Blast optimization at Sindesar Khurd
underground mine to improve productivity with reduced
level of vibrations” in Proceedings: Rock Fragmenation by
Blasting- FragBlast-10, New Delhi, India, 26-29th Nov 2012,
pp 231-240.
Dutta S., Lal A.K., Chittora V., Chordia L., Tailor D., 2015,
“Ore dilution control practiced at Sindesar Khurd mine of
Hindustan Zinc Ltd., Proceed of Underground design
Methods 2015, Australian Centre of GeoMechanics, Perth,
Australia, pp 553-568.

The effective communication has not only improved mine
productivity but also safety environment as well.
5.3.3 Personnel carriers
Conventional manual travel of workforce to workface not only
consumed sizeable time of the shift period but also dithered
their work efficiencies. Now Personnel Carrier vehicles are
permitted underground enhancing productivity grossly.

MEAI’s Go-Green Initiative
As a measure to demonstrate MEAI’s concern
for environment protection, it is proposed that the
Members prefer to receive soft copies of Mining
Engineers’ Journal in their email, instead of printed
copy. This measure will reduce the cost of printing
and promote one of the environmental concepts
“Reduce”. Members are requested to give their
consent to for soft copy by mail to meai1957@
gmail.com.

Conclusion
Out of box thinking in mine planning and allocation of
resources at SKM have manifested in incredible ramp-up of
mine production from a meager of 0.3 mtpa in 2009-10 to
3.7 mtpa last year. The steep journey along with low cost of
production (Fig.5) has casted its footprints on international
arena.
Use of latest technology at every step of mining- from
exploration to extraction, paid great dividends. It included
use of single/ double boom drill jumbo, solo-production
drills, larger capacity (50-60t) trucks. The whole gamut has
broadened the thinking horizons of young generations of
mining engineers in the country. Likewise, bringing latest skill
from developed world (Australia, Canada, etc) has resulted
in enhancing skill level of indigenous workforce.

New Auditorium of MEAI
MEAI has created a modern air conditioned
Auditorium equipped with acoustics, audio – visual
facilities and also infrastructure such as toilets,
store room, pantry and dining space at MEAI
Headquarters office, Mining Engineers’ Association
of India, F-608, VI Floor, 'A' Block, Raghava Ratna
Towers, Chirag-Ali-Lane, Abids, Hyderabad 500 001, Telangana. This Auditorium is open to
academic and education purpose. The members
and the organizations in their contact may use the
auditorium on a nominal charge. For information,
please contact facility.meai@gmail.com / Phone:
040-23200510.

Use of latest technology in mine design using latest Rock
Mechanics software like FLAC-3D, DATAMINE, Jumbos in
mine development, larger capacity trucks in mine production,
wi-fi system in mine communication, use of paste fill for
strata control has enabled sustainable mining – higher mine
productivity, low cost and safe operations. Hope the mine
case-study will serve as model for other indigenous mining
operations and will serve as beacon for over-all development
of the mining sector of the nation.
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India’s Mineral Policy, Legislation and the Industry
D.V. Pichamuthu

Abstract
The formulation of India’s Mineral Policy started with the Mineral Policy Conference held in 1947. This led to two landmark
developments. First, the enactment of the Mines & Minerals (Regulations & Development) Act, MMDR Act for short and
secondly, the establishment of the Indian Bureau of Mines, both in 1948. This Act was superseded by the MMDR Act, 1957 which
continues till date but with major amendments, the latest being in 2016.
A National Mineral Policy was first spelt out in 1993 and a New Mineral Policy was unveiled in 2008. The amendments to
the MMRD Act were supposed to be in tune with the Policy and were in fact so till the recent amendment in 2016. The recently
amended Act seems to be completely at variance with the spirit of the National Mineral Policy, 2008. The paper traces the journey
of evolution of the Policy and the legislation and what it portends for the Mineral Industry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Realistically speaking 1947 heralded the beginning of a
mineral policy in India. It started with the Mineral Policy
Conference in 1947. This led to two landmark developments.
First, it led to the enactment of the Mines & Minerals
(Regulation & Development) Act 1948 – MMRD Act for
short. Secondly, the Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) was
also established in 1948, as the main regulatory agency for
monitoring and supervising mining activity with particular
emphasis on conservation.

Rao, introduced economic liberalization. A comprehensive
National Mineral Policy (NMP) was announced in March
1993. NMP for the first time introduced the idea of
encouraging private investment in exploration and mining.
Thirteen major minerals – iron, manganese ore, chrome ore,
gold, diamond, copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum, tungsten,
nickel, sulphur and platinum group of minerals – hitherto
reserved exclusively for the public sector were opened up
to the private sector. Foreign participation and technology
in exploration and mining was to be encouraged and foreign
equity investment in Joint Ventures (JV’s) promoted by Indian
companies was allowed. Foreign equity was limited to 50%
but the Government announced its intention to consider
upward revision on a case-by-case basis.

The adoption of the Constitution of India on 26th January
1950, defining the legislative powers of the Union and State
Governments was to have a major impact on the mineral
policy. The Seventh Schedule of the Constitution under Entry
54 of List I, empowered the Central Government to regulate
mining activities and development of minerals while Entry
23 of List II empowered the State Government with powers,
subject to List I.

III. NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY 2008
The Government of India having realized that India was
not attractive to investors as far as the mineral sector was
concerned, constituted High Level Committee with Mr.
AnwarulHoda as its Chairman in September 2005. After
wide ranging discussions, the committee known as Hoda
Committee made its recommendations which was released
to the public in December 2006.

II. EVOLUTION OF INDIA’S MINERAL POLICY
The Industrial Policy Resolution, 1956 (IPR) put minerals
such as coal, lignite, mineral oil, iron ore, copper, atomic
minerals etc. termed as major minerals in Schedule A
and were reserved exclusively for the public sector and
minor minerals in Schedule B in which the private sector
was allowed to participate along with the public sector. In
pursuance of the IPR, the Parliament enacted the Mines
& Minerals (Regulation & Development) Act 1957 [MMRD
Act] applicable to all minerals except mineral oil. Mineral
Concession Rules (MCR) and Mineral Conservation and
Development Rules (MCDR) were framed under the Act.
In 1991, Dr. Manmohan Singh, the then Finance Minister,
with full backing of the Prime Minister Sri P.V Narashima

Consequent to the report being accepted, the Government
unveiled the National Mineral Policy 2008, the essentials of
NMP – 2008 are :
i.	Regulation of minerals
a) Procedures for grant of minerals concessions
shall be transparent and seamless and security
of tenure shall be granted to the concessionaire.
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b)

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

The provision of the MMDR Act, 1957 and the
rules thereunder will be reviewed and harmonized
with the basic features of the NMP.
Role of the State: There shall be arms length distance
between State agencies (PSU’s) that mine and those
that regulate.
Survey and exploration: while Government agencies
(GSI, MECL and State Directorates of Mining &
Geology) will continue to perform the tasks assigned
to them, the private sector would in future be the
main sources of investment in reconnaissance and
exploration.
Strategy for mineral development: Conservation of
minerals as a positive concept leading to augmentation
of reserve base through improvement by scientific
mining, beneficiation and utilization of low grade ores
with zero-waste mining as the ultimate goal. Mining
contributes to the generation of wealth and creation
of employment and should therefore treated as an
economic activity in its own right and not merely treated
as an ancillary activity of the manufacturing industry.
Fiscal aspects: it will be the endeavour of the
Government within the context of the budget to
design fiscal measures conducive to the promotion of
exploration and development.

d)

e)

(ii) Prioritization of Regional and Detailed Exploration
Globally, exploration priorities in expenditure in mineral
expenditure are broadly defined by demand and supply of
various minerals.
GSI has prioritized its exploration programme for base
metals, noble metals, diamond Rare Earth Elements (REE)
and Platinum Group of Elements (PGE) minerals. The
Indian Bureau of Mines will develop a mechanism for fixing
national priorities based on mineral intelligence information.
The Central Geological Programming Board (CGPB)
will every year, on a suitable date meet and disseminate
suggested priorities for public funded regional and detailed
exploration.
From the above, it is clear that market intelligence plays no
part in setting priorities.

IV. NATIONAL MINERAL EXPLORATION POLICY 2016
(i) Exploration Strategy
Some of the basic features of the exploration strategy
envisaged in the Policy are:
a) The Government will make available precompetitive baseline geo-science data of the
highest standards.
b) This data will be available for open disseminations
free of charge.
c) The Government will fund generation and
dissemination of such data.
d) Private sector participation in exploration will be
encouraged within the existing legal frame work.
The Government will work out suitable models for
incentivizing private sector explorers.

(iii) Private Sector Participation in Exploration
Private agencies could be engaged to carry out exploration
work in identified blocks/areas with the rights to a certain
percentage of royalty (premium) accruing to State
Government throughout the lease period with transferable
rights.
Government will also work out normative cost of exploration
works for different kinds of minerals so that exploration
agencies could be compensated, in case they could not
discover any minable reserves. These steps are expected to
attract global level exploration agencies!
(iv)	Role of State Governments and Public Sector
Undertakings
State Governments are expected to play a key role in building
up a steady stream of auctionable mineral prospects. They
will have to take up mineral exploration reports prepared by
GSI or other agencies and build on them to complete G3 or
G2 level of exploration.

The entire responsibility of the pre-competitive baseline
geoscience data has been put on the Geological Survey of
India.
a) Complete the geological mapping on 1:50,000
scale of the entire country.
b) Complete the National Geological Chemical
Mapping (NGCM) of the Obvious Geological
Potential (OCP) area by 2018-19. They expect to
cover the entire area by 2027.
c) Complete the National Geophysical Mapping
(NGPM) programme in the entire OGP area by
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 19,
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2021. No target date has been given for completion
over the entire country.
Propose to take up a National Aero geophysical
Mapping Programme (NAGMP) in OGP area and
complete the same by 2021. No target date for
completion over the entire country.
Initiate a project for probing deep seated/
concealed mineral deposits.

V. NATIONAL MINERAL EXPLORATION TRUST RULES, 2015
Objects and Functions of the Trust
The Trust shall carry out regional and detailed exploration.
In addition it shall :
i)
Fund special studies and projects to identify, explore,
extract, beneficiate and refine deep seated or concealed
mineral deposits.
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ii)
iii)

Undertake studies for mineral development adoption
of advance scientific and technological practices and
mineral extraction metallurgy.
Holders of mining lease and prospecting license-cummining lease shall make payments for contributions to
the Trust Fund.

existence of discovery potential in the country, we are only
aiding development of rural economies of other countries
ignoring our own.
India has the right Geological Potential to make discoveries
of all the items named above. GSI has generated enough
basic geoscientific data for the private sector to play their
commercial role. GSI shall continue to engage in generating
high quality geoscientific data-geological, geochemical and
high resolution geophysical data. GSI should not take up
deep drilling except for generating crustal scale geoscientific
data, but not for mineral prospecting purposes. Why spend
tax payers money on prospecting when the private
sector and PSUs are ever willing to invest?

There will be a Governing Body and an Executive Committee.
A fund shall be constituted under the Trust. The Governing
Body shall lay down the broad policy framework while the
Executive Committee should manage, administer and
supervise the Trust.
These rules spell out the composition of the Governing Body
and the Executive Committee.

Auctioning for exploration – India is having resources in 87
minerals and each of them has a characteristic distribution
in nature. Therefore, a one-size-fits-all policy will not work.
Secondly, the market prices of each mineral can fluctuate
widely. Further, the success in auctioning one mineral
cannot be the yardstick for others. However, the concept of
auctioning a PL-cum-ML is basically flawed as the bidder is
being asked to quote for a mineral resource whose grade,
depth, configuration etc. are all unknown quantities.

The Governing Body shall consist of Union Ministers in
charge of Mines, Coal, Petroleum & Natural Gas and Atomic
Energy; six ministers of State Governments holding charge
of Mines & Geology, Secretary, Ministry of Mines and special
invitees having expertise in the relevant field.
The Executive Committee shall consist of Secretary, Ministry
of Mines, Joint Secretaries of the Departments of Atomic
Energy, Coal, Petroleum and Natural Gas, Mines Financial
Advisors to the Ministries of Mines or Coal, DG of GSI, CG
of IBM, four secretaries of State Governments and five
persons with experience in exploration or in research in a
related filed.

The reason no advanced mineral resource country goes for
auctioning is first, what is known as “Winner’s Curse”. This
is because sometimes in the anxiety to acquire the asset,
the bidder quotes too high a figure and ultimately he is
burdened with an unviable project. Secondly, it may lead to
cartelization and the Government may not get the right price.
Thirdly, it may lead to selective mining where low grade and
sub-grade ores are not mined.

VI. GROUND REALITY
Let us look at the ground realities: Our country's exploration
expenditure works out at just $17 per sq.km or a meagre 0.4
or 0.5 % of the global exploration expenditure compared to
Canada and Australia which makes up ~14% and 12% of
the global exploration spend. China spends about $67 and
Brazil $51 per sq km per annum. Australia, Chile and North
America spend more than $100 per sq km.

The NMEP states that the total area of “Obvious Geological
Potential “ is 571,000 sq. km. For the sake of argument, if
this area is divided into 25 sq. km blocks, we will have 22,800
blocks. Currently, after all efforts, we have barely been able
to auction 100 blocks. It is anybody’s guess as to when the
auctioning process for the whole country will be completed.

India needs to spend a minimum of $1,000 million per annum
(equivalent of about 22 tonnes of gold; India imports over
800 tonnes of gold per annum) for fast tracking & keeping up
a decent rate of discovery of metalliferous mineral resources
(the so called deep seated and hard to discover ones) and
for converting them into mineable reserves through feasibility
studies.

VII. Evolution of the MMDR Act
After the enactment of the first Act in 1948, the IPR resulted
in the Parliament enacting the MMDR Act, 1957.Mineral
Concession Rules (MCR) 1960 and Mineral Conservation
and Development Rules (MCDR) 1988 were framed under
the Act.

We need to drill a minimum of ONE million metres per
annum to shape up metalliferous mineral resources in order
to reduce our dependency on imports and reduce the current
account deficit.

The first amendment of the MMRD Act was made in 1972
enhancing government control through such measures as
premature termination of mining leases, lowering of ceiling
on individual holdings, Union Government to undertake
prospecting and mining in certain areas etc.,

We are spending over $50 billion on imports of metals
and minerals. Importing of gold, nickel, platinum, diamond,
certain base metals and REEs is inevitable because of their
high domestic demand. However, by importing, despite the

The next amendment made in 1986 was even more
regressive. First Schedule minerals for which prior approval
of the Union Government has to be obtained, was increased
from 27 to 38, Union Government was authorized to reserve
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areas for Public Sector Undertakings (PSU’s) and approval
of Mining Plan was made mandatory. The MCDR was
revised in 1988 to enable IBM to monitor and regulate all
mining activities.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Consequent to the announcement of NMP-1993, MMRD
Act was amended in 1994 and soon after, MCR and MCDR
were brought in harmony with the amended Act. Despite this,
prospecting and mining activity failed to pick up. Therefore,
the Ministry of Mines in February 1997, constituted a
committee headed by the Additional Secretary, Ministry of
Mines to go into the reasons thereof. The committee in its
report submitted in January 1998 suggested wide ranging
amendments to the Act. Accordingly, the Act was amended
in December 1999 followed by the MCR and MCDR in
January 2000. In view of the major change in perspective,
the ACT was renamed as Mines & Minerals (Development &
Regulation) Act, 1957 [MMDR Act] to stress the primacy of
development over regulation.

vii.

There are other rules for government companies, coal and
minor minerals. Without going into specifics, it can be seen
that there are serious flaws in the policies of the Government
in general and in the Act in particular. To be fair, it was the
Supreme Court which when asked to rule on airways, went
further and stated that all natural resources will need to be
auctioned. But there was no one in Government to point out
to the learned judges that a mineral which is deep seated is
not the same as airwaves.

The major amendments carried out in MMDR Act, 1957 were
introduction of the concept of reconnaissance operations as
a district stage prior to prospecting. The Reconnaissance
Permit (RP) holder to get priority in the grant of Prospecting
Licenses (PL), delegation of power to State Governments
to renew lapsed PL’s/ML’s, to transfer ML’s in respect of
minerals under Part C of the First Schedule etc.,

Mineral exploration has been the biggest casualty. How can
anyone bid for a PL-cum-ML for deep-seated minerals?
This clearly shows how far from reality are the framers
of the Act and their ignorance of mineral exploration and
development. The non-exclusive Reconnaissance Permit
is another ridiculous provision, particularly as it does not
grant automatic right for PL. Mineral exploration is a high
risk, high expenditure activity and the faith reposed by
the Government in government agencies and the State
Geological Departments is touching. The awakening is
going to be rude but by then incalculable damage would
have been caused to the industry and the country.

After the Act was first promulgated in 1948, it was amended
four times. While the first two in 1972 and 1986 were
regressive, those in 1994 and 1999 relaxed them; the latter
two envisaged considerable devolution of authority from the
Centre to the States.

The bias of the present government towards the manufacturing
industry to the detriment of the mining industry is palpable. A
decision has been taken to cancel all existing mining leases
by 2020 except captive leases, which will be by 2030. The
iron ore leases of Karnataka, which were put in ‘C” category
for violations by CEC, are being auctioned but only iron and
steel manufacturers are allowed to participate.

VIII. The Amended MMDR Act, 2015
For quite some time it was felt that the last major amendment
to the Act in 1999 was not giving the sought for results. In
2011, the UPA Government introduced a bill proposing major
changes in the Act. There were wide spread discussions and
in spite of serious objections, the Parliamentary Standing
Committee headed by Kalyan Banerjee, recommended the
same to the Parliament. However, General Elections were
called and the new Government was voted in.

Auction of mines by competitive biddings is not a sound policy.
The NMP 2008 does not recognize it and no progressive
mineral rich country takes recourse it. The government in
these countries create conditions favourable for private
companies to explore and do not try to do it themselves.

High hopes were raised when the new Government took
office in 2014 but what has transpired since there has
blighted all hopes of the mining industry. The Act amended
in 2015 is the biggest cause for disappointed. It follows a
system not followed anywhere in the world (save in a couple
of small countries ) and is contrary to the NMP-2008. Earlier,
we had the Act, the Mineral Concession Rules and Mineral
Conservation & Development Rules.

Security of tenure is another casualty. As we have seen the
Government has arbitrarily decreed that all existing leases
shall expire by 2020 (captive mines by 2030). After that the
mines will be auctioned and the existing lessee may lose
it. Therefore, why should he go on investing in it? He will
also be tempted to strip the mine of richer ore leaving the
rest, which will go against the principles of conservation.
Hereafter, the life of a mining lease will be 50 years after
which the mine will be auctioned.

Now in addition, we have the following:
i.
Mines (Evidence of Mineral Contents) Rules 2015.
ii.
Mineral (Non-exclusive Reconnaissance Permits)
Rules, 2015
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Mineral (Auctions) Rules, 2015
Mines & Minerals (Contribution to District Mineral
Foundation) Rules 2015.
National Mineral Exploration Trust Rules, 2015
Mineral (Mining by Government Company) Rules,
2015.
Minerals (Transfer of Mining Lease Granted Otherwise
than Through Auction for Captive Purpose) Rules
2016.
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Strategic metals and minerals – these are of vital importance
to the nation both in terms of economic security as well as in
terms of military security. These are given below:
l
Precious metals & minerals – Gold, Silver, Platinum,
Palladium, Rhodium & Diamond.
l
Nonferrous minerals – Copper, Cobalt, Nickel &
Titanium.
l
Technology minerals –Molydenum, Tungsten, Tellurium,
Selenium, Rhenuim, Vanadium, Germanium, Cadenium
& Scadium
l
Rare Earth Elements – Neodyanium, Dysprosium,
Europium, Yttrium, Lerbium, Lanthanium, Cerium,
Samarium & Ghadolinium
l
Fertilizer minerals – Phosphorite, Potash & Sulphur
l
Energy critical metals – Lithium, Iridium, gallium,
indium.

3.

4.

5.

There is no policy to explore these in a systematic manner
though several occurrences have been reported in the
country.
Another inhibiting factor for the mining industry is the high
rate of taxation which affects a stand-alone mining project.
The total taxation comes to nearly 60% of the pit mouth
value. These taxes and levies include Revenue Sharing,
Royalty, 2% CSR, Forest Development Tax in addition to
local taxes and cesses.

6.

IX. SUGGESTED MEASURES
1. Though it may sound radical, the present MMDR
Amended Act 2015 needs to be junked. The main
objective of this Act seems to be to maximize
Government revenues right from start (prospecting)
to the end (closure). No thought seems to have been
given to the overall development of the mining industry
which is the bedrock for manufacturing and the overall
development of the economy.
The old MMDR Act, as amended in 1999/2000 should
be revived with necessary changes.
2. Exploration is the prerequisite for mining. Internationally
acknowledged Fraser Institute in its Survey of Mining
Companies has put India among the 10 least attractive
countries in terms of Investment Alternatives Index for
mining and exploration (97th out of 104).
The NMEP 2016 has ensured that the exploration regime
stands effectively nationalized. Being a high risk, high
cost activity requiring high technology expertise, the
Government should only create favourable condition
for junior exploration countries. These companies have
small teams of experienced geologists and drillers.
They raise venture capital. Once a viable discovery is
made, they sell the Licence to mining companies at a
high price to cover not only the operating costs but also
losses in other exploration projects.
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The delays in processing applications for mineral
concessions are mainly at the State level. The mindset
of only trying to maximize State revenues at the cost
of mineral development has to change. It is suggested
that the concept of deemed approval be revived. If at
any stage, the delay is beyond a stipulated period, the
proposal should be deemed as approved.
The concept of reserving large areas for PSU’s should
be done away with. In granting mineral concessions,
all agencies whether belonging to the Government or
private sector should be treated at par. Only then will
the mineral industry flourish.
The auction regime has put the whole process of
mineral development and particularly the exploration
activity into a state of paralysis. Already doubts have
been raised about the so called transparency of the
auction route with allegations of manipulation of
quantity and quality of the ore assessed at the G2/
G3 level. The Governments are finding it difficult to
successfully auction blocks.
The much-maligned first-come-first-served (FCFS)
regime had served the mining industry well and
should be brought back. The recent verdict in the 2G
case should open our eyes. Progressive mineral rich
countries like Canada and Australia follow the FCFS
principle.
The boom in iron ore exports during the first decade of
the century created a false impression in the mind of
the public and unfortunately in the minds of bureaucrats
and politicians that windfall profits are the norm in
the mining industry. Actually, mineral exploration and
mining could be a tool for development in backward
rural and tribal areas. Opening of new mines will provide
employment (both direct & indirect), infrastructure,
facilities like housing, schools and hospitals develop
ancillary industries etc. Therefore, every effort should
be made to make mining industry attractive to investors
by loosening the grip of the Government.

X. CONCLUSION
Some of the concerns of the mining industry have been
articulated above and require serious introspection especially
by the Government of the day. If corrective measures are not
taken and fast, I see gloomy days ahead for mining as a
standalone industry.
It may not be out of place to mention that the Hon’ble Supreme
Court in its judgment delivered on 2nd August 2017 in the
Writ Petition (Civil) No.1147214 in the matter of mines of
Odisha has inter alia, directed the Union of India to have a
fresh look at the National Mineral Policy 2008 particularly
with regard to conservation and mineral development. It has
further directed that the exercise should be completed by
31st December 2017.
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MEAI NEWS
Bangalore Chapter
On 20th February 2018, the Bengaluru Chapter had
organized an out-reach Seminar on ‘Drilling and Blasting
in Mines’ at Acharya Institutes, Bengaluru at the auditorium
of the Institutes. The target audience was the students of
the Degree and Diploma courses in Mining studying at the
Institutes.

The students expressed satisfaction and informed that the
papers were aptly presented. They desired that in due
course more seminars are conducted by MEAI: BC at the
Campus. In the Concluding Session, Ms.Rekha Reddy
handed over mementoes to the members of the visiting
Team. Mr.Kartikeyan, President, Students Forum, Acharya
Institutes proposed vote of thanks.

The Institutes situated on a sprawling 125-acre campus
at Soldevanahalli, Bengaluru, has some 1300 students
studying in twelve different branches of engineering, which
includes Mining Engineering. There are 29 students of
Mining Engineering who are enrolled with MEAI as Student
Members.
On this occasion Dr.TN Venugopal, Chairman, Mr.KR
Krishnamurthy, Secretary, and

Dr.TN Venugopal making a point during the seminar

Mr.N Rajendran with the three faculty members
Mr.DeepakVidyarthi, Mr.S Subramanyam and Mr.HS Murthy
traveled from Bengaluru to the Campus. They met Prof. HSS
Bhanumurthy and Prof.BN Nagendra Kumar, Principals of
the institutes and had useful interaction on several issues,
and discussed the idea of having an MoU with the Institutes
so that the mining students can benefit from the activities of
MEAI:Bengaluru Chapter.
Ms. PN RekhaReddy, Asst. Prof, Mining Engineering
welcomed the guests from MEAI:BC and participated in
the deliberations of the day. Dr.TN Venugopal conducted
the program. Mr.N Shankar, Lecturer, Mining Engineering
coordinated the event.Three Technical Sessions were
conducted and nearly 120 students participated in the
seminar.

From L to R: Mr.N Rajendran, Mr.HS Murthy, Mr.KR Krishnamuthy,
Dr.TN Venugopal and Mr.S Subramanyam; background, standing:
Prof. BN Nagendra Kumar, Principal

The following papers were presented: Explosives, Blasting
Accessories and Drilling by Mr.S Subramanyam, Blast
Designs in Mines by Mr.Deepak Vidyarthi, Mine Legislation
for Transportation, Storage and Use of Explosives by Mr.HS
Murthy

Mr.DVidyarthi receiving a memento from Prof.Rekha Reddy

Kolkata Chapter
A meeting was convened on February 2, 2018 with two
presentations on ‘Drones in Mining’ coinciding with the visit
of Dr. John Kemeny, Professor and Head, Department of
Mining and Geological Engineering, and Dr. Alon Efrat,
Professor, Computer Science Department, from the

A section of students listening to Mr.S Subramanyam who made a
presentation
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Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur
Executive Committee Meeting: Attended by MEAI National
President

University of Arizona, USA. Mr. V. Nagaraja, President,
Mappa Engineering Services, Bengaluru was invited to
make a presentation at the meeting. The presentations
highlighted the possibility of using drone technology for the
collection and analysis of critical data from mining operations
to help assess ground movement and stability.

An Executive meeting of Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur was
held on March 10, 2018 at its Indraprasth Office, Udaipur.
The meeting was presided by the Chairman of the Chapter
Prof S.S. Rathore and attended by Mr A.K. Kothari, National
President of MEAI and Sri R.P. Gupta, Past President of
MEAI and other members of the Committee.

Mr. Nagaraja presented on the basics of drone operations
for mine surveying and the currently available models.
Drones were presented as devices to carry cameras and
other sensors for rapid data gathering from mining areas.
The significance of route planning and scheduling and
the importance of proper downstream analysis of the
collected data was emphasized by the speaker. The draft
Civil Aviation Requirements for Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS), published by Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government
of India on 2nd of November 2017 was also discussed.

In the meeting, it was decided to organize a National Workshop on ‘sand mining problems and it's alternatives: associated issues’. Decided to conduct a Blood Donation Camp
at College of Technology and Engineering, Udaipur on 23rd
March 2018. It was also proposed to organize a National
Seminar on ‘Explosives’ in near future. The meeting was
attended by Mr Y.C. Gupta, Mr Anupam Bhatnagar, Mr S.C.
Jain, Mr Sunil Vashisth, Mr O.P. Soni, Mr R.C. Kumawat and
Mr M.K Mehta. Mr R.D. Saxena, Secretary of the Chapter,
proposed vote of thanks.

Dr. Kemeny’s talk on analyzing the stability of slopes
with imaging technologies dovetailed with Mr. Nagaraja’s
presentation. He explained the collection and analysis of
data for assessing the stability of slopes virgin and cut rock
slopes in USA. The use of drones to collect the required
data from remote locations and in inaccessible areas of
mine slopes was also presented. He also outlined the MoU
signed between the University of Arizona and IIT Kharagpur
and the projects likely to taken up by in near future.
A lively discussion followed, and the members raised
several queries on various issues, mainly on the size of
drones, their capabilities and legal limitations on the usage
of drones. As UAVs or drones will be the most effective and
sought-after technology in mining industry in future, it was
recommended by the participants for initiating efforts by
MEAI for recommending special provisions, for encouraging
application in mining areas, to ministry of Civil Aviation.

Sitting (L to R): Mr AK Kothari, Prof SS Rathore, Mr RP Gupta and Mr RD Saxena

Obituary
Shri Umesh Kumar Jha,
Life Member (LM-1583) and former
Joint Secretary (2010-2012) of Mining
Engineers’ Association of India
Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur was born
on December 3, 1940 passed away
on March 20, 2018 at Udaipur, after
brief illness. He had diploma in Mining
Engineering from CTAE, Udaipur and
obtained Ist class Mines Manager
Certificate.

The meeting concluded with the presentation of mementoes
to guest speakers by Dr A Srikant, Chapter Chairman and a
vote of thanks to the speakers and the participants.

He served DMG, HZL, ACC, RSMM and R.K. Marble till 5
years back. He worked for environment certification work
and auditing. He was also Fellow member of Indian society
of Drilling Engineers, Nagpur.
He was an active member of MEAI and conducted First aid
and Mining Mate training programs. The members of MEAI
convey their profound condolences to the bereaved family
and friends.

Dr. Kemeny (R) receiving a memento from Dr. Srikant (L)
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Obituary

Obituary

Dr. G. S. Roonwal
(3-12-1940 to 23-2-2018)
(Written by Dr S.K. Wadhawan,
former DG, GSI)

Dr Prakash Mukherji
(17-11-1939 to 26-12-2017)
Dr Prakash Mukherji was awarded
MSc in Applied Geology & PhD
in Structural Geology by the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Kharagpur in 1967. His professional
journey began with NMDC and
worked there for 17years in various capacities on
multiple commodities across Karnataka, Odisha,
Madhya Pradesh and Bihar/ Jharkhand. His specialized
knowledge and field geological expertise on SinghbhumBonai and Bellary-Hospet belts was successfully applied
while rendering various geological services. He ultimately
settled as Consultant / Advisor to numerous mining
companies until 2014-15. He was a proud recipient of
RUNGTA award in 1991 and finalized more than 40
Mining Plans/ Schemes as RQP (IBM).

Dr. G. S. Roonwal breathed his
last on the evening of 23rd Feb
2018. He was amongst the most
liked and endearing personalities
while serving the Department of Geology, University
of Delhi. He had characteristic aura matched only by
the distinguished professors who took to teaching very
seriously. We the students at the time, early seventies,
used to idolize him as he created a sense of belonging
to one of the most prestigious University Departments
that had possibly attracted the best faculty drawn from
different streams of geosciences in the country, under
able leadership of the founder Head: Prof A.G. Jhingran.
I have some very sweet and lasting memories of working
with Dr GS Roonwal as he was my guide and mentor
for the M.Sc. Applied Geology dissertation during final
year 1975-76. Based on such research efforts, I feel
proud to have published three of my initial publication coauthored with Dr. Roonwal in international peer reviewed
journals. Dr Roonwal had insisted and credited me with
first authorship. I have always appreciated and remain
indebted to his selfless efforts and drive for seeing
through these very well quoted publications that were
edited and got published entirely by Dr. G. S. Roonwal.

Dr Mukherji is survived by his Wife Mrs Swapna Mukherji
(lives in Jamshedpur), only Son Dr Anindya Mukherji Mine Geologist, Rio Tinto Iron Ore, daughter-in-law and
a granddaughter (live in Western Australia).
The members of MEAI express their heartfelt condolences
to the bereaved family.

Obituary

He had vast international exposure and championed the
cause of Marine Geology, offshore economic deposits of
Cobalt and PGE rich Ferromanganese crusts at seabed.
He has published over 50 publications in peer-reviewed
national and international Journals.

Dr GS Pujar
(14 Nov1960 - 11 Feb 2018)

Dr. G. S. Roonwal will always be fondly remembered by
his students and colleagues in DU and the sad loss has
impoverished Indian Geoscience community particularly
the Geochemists and Geo-environmentalists.

Dr. G.S. Pujar (LM 3068), at the
time of his sad demise, was serving
as Associate Professor and was
former Head of Department of
Geology, Karnatak Science College,
Dharwad. He was an expert in
Petrology and Structural Geology; and a great teacher.
He has spent nearly 24 years of his valuable service in
teaching BSc students. He has successfully guided two
research students, leading to PhD award. He is survived
by his wife and son Mr Anant.

The members of MEAI express
condolences to the bereaved family.

The members of MEAI express their deep condolences to
the bereaved family and pray for his soul rest in peace.

Dr. Roonwal was founder Secretary of the MEAI New
Delhi Chapter. He had also instituted ‘Smt. Veena
Roonwal Award’ in memory of his late wife, for outstanding
contributions on ‘Water management in mining areas or
implementation of latest technology in mining’.
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M/s P. BALASUBBA SETTY & SON
Group of Units

M/s PBS & SON Mines – M.L.No.2502.
KARIGANUR - HOSAPETE

PBS GRAND - HOTEL - HOSAPETE

M/s PBS STEEL – 250 TPD - Sponge Iron Plant
Halavarthy Village – Ginigera – Koppal Dist.

M/s PBS POWER – (03 Nos) WIND MILL
Ron Taluk – Gadag Dist.
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CALLING ATTENTION OF ALL
‘LIFE MEMBERS’ OF MEAI
THIS URGENT CALL is for those Life Members who have not yet enrolled as ‘Professional Member’ of world’s largest
professional organization SME (Society for Mining, Metallurgy & Exploration Inc-USA) –

Please complete the ‘sign-up’ process on line immediately
at http://www.smenet.org/meai
This is a privilege bought by MEAI for its Life Members (without any additional cost to them). Great opportunity in your
professional career to become part of the group of international Societies in the ‘mining world’. DO IT TODAY .
[Note: Please intimate your enrolment to MEAI’s HQ under CC to me at chairman.international@meai.org

T.Victor
Chairman, International Affairs
& Immediate Past President

Vinod Kumar Jain

0294-2484515 Tel./Fax (O)
0294-2467860 (R)
94141-67478 (M)
96802-04278 (M)

Mining Engineer & RQP

JAIN

Contact For:
l
Mining Plan/Scheme,
l
Progressive/Final Mine Closure Plan
l	Environment Clearance from MOEF
l
Pollution Clearance

Mining and
Technical Consultant

22, Shopping Centre, H.M. Sect.-11,
Near Allahabad Bank, Udaipur (Raj.)
Website: www.jainmining.com l e-mail: jmtc_vk73@yahoo.co.in
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Exhibition of
minerals and Ores
Exhibition of Minerals and Ores samples
was
organized by Mr Koneru V. Rao on behalf of MEAI with
the help of KGME Trust on 12-3-2018 in the premises
of A.P. Social Welfare Residential School /College,
Tiruvuru , Krishna District , Andhra Pradesh .
Mr Koneru V. Rao , former Secretary General, MEAI
and Secretary, KGME Trust took active part in
organizing the exhibition and also giving a talk on
Mining and Minerals Education.
Over 200 students and teaching staff of the institute
showed keen interest in acquiring knowledge on
physical properties, occurrence and uses of minerals
and ores. Most of the students expressed that it
was the first time they saw these minerals and ores
about which they read only in the class book. They
expressed that they heard about mining engineering
and earth science subjects for the first time, and they
are keen to choose them to further their educational
career.
Mr Rao has plans to hold such type of exhibitions
in colleges (Degree, Engineering, B.Ed) and other
Educational institutions in his region more frequently.
MEAI appreciates the efforts of Mr K V Rao in
popularsing geosciences and mining in the young
brains.

Mr Koneru V. Rao creating interest in the students with
his narration of minerals and ores.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
India

along with key suppliers and service companies will present
innovative developments in mining industry. The leading experts
of mining industry and representatives of related industries from
all over the world will give speech at the World Mining Congress.
Contact: gaukhar.bekmanova@iteca.kz, Phone: + 7 727 258 34 34
(ext.235)

13 - 15 April 2018: SEMINAR ON ADVANCEMENT IN MINING
OF OIL AND SOLID FUELS. Organized and hosted by MEAI,
Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur at Mining Welfare Centre, Mansarovar,
Jaipur 2302020. For further details contact Shri PC Bakliwal,
Secretary MEAI Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur at Mob: 9828668764 or
E-mail: pc_bakliwal@yahoo.co.in and meaijpr2010@gmail.com

18-20 August 2018: Aggregates China 2018, The 4th China
International Aggregates, Tailing & Construction-Waste
Technology and Equipment Exhibition. Venue: China Import and
Export Fair Complex, No.380, Yuejiang Zhong Road, Guangzhou,
China. Contact: Trista Chan, Email: grand.fa@grahw.com, Tel: +8620-2894 5347.

21-22 April 2018: National workshop & Exhibition on Problems
of river sand and alternatives. Organized by MEAI Rajasthan
Chapter-Udaipur in association with Dept. of Mines & Geology,
Govt. of Rajasthan and Dept. of Mining engineering, MPUAT,
Udaipur. Contact: Prof Anupam Bhatnagar, Organizing Secretary
at 9413318918 or email: anup10@rediffmail.com.

29 - 31 August 2018: 14th AusIMM Mill Operators' Conference
2018, Brisbane, Queensland. Contact: Eliza Sanneman, Telephone:
+61 3 9658 6105

28 April 2018: National conference on Recent Challenges
in Mining Industry (RCMI 2018). Organised by MEAI Dhanbad
Chapter in association with CSIR-CIMFR. Venue: CSIR-CIMFR,
Auditorium, Dhanbad. Contact: Dr. Santosh Kumar Ray, Convener,
RCMI 2018 at 9431746573 or Email: meaidhanbadchapter@gmail.
com, santoshray8@gmail.com.

10 - 14 Sep 2018: 11th ICARD | IMWA 2018 ANNUAL
CONFERENCE. The South African mining experience practically
offers something for everyone in the global mining community.
Gauteng, South Africa. Contact: Prof C Wolkersdorfer, Phone: +27
12 3826315, Email: Christian@wolkersdorfer.info

25 - 26 July 2018: Mining Investment India. Sheraton, New Delhi,
India. Contact information: Daniel Radziszewski, Singapore for
Speaking, registration & general queries. Phone: +65 6717 6018,
Email: daniel.radz@spire-events.com, Web: https://www.spireevents.com/
Abroad

14 - 18 October 2018: Australian Geoscience Council
Convention (AGCC18), Adelaide, Australia. AGCC 2018 will focus
on the Asia Pacific region and supported by all eight Member
Organisations of the Australian Geoscience Council. For details
contact AGCC 2018 Secretariat, agcc@ccm.com.au or +61 7 3368
2644.

16 - 19 Apr 2018: COMMINUTION '18. MEI's Comminution
conferences are established for profiling cutting edge research and
innovation in all aspects of crushing, grinding and ultrafine grinding
in the minerals industry. Cape Town, South Africa. Contact: Dr Barry
Wills, Phone: +44 7768234121, Email: bwills@min-eng.com

19 - 21 Nov 2018: PROCESS MINERALOGY '18. Process
Mineralogy ’18 will deal with Quantitative mineralogy; Geometallurgy;
Ore characterization; Mineral Liberation and Textural Analysis;
Sampling and Statistics; Advanced Process Control. Cape Town,
South Africa. Contact: Dr Barry Wills, Email: bwills@min-eng.com

01 - 02 May 2019: PHYSICAL SEPARATION '19. The 5th Physical
Separation conference, will bring together researchers and
operators who have common interests in: Gravity concentration
methods - single and multi-G separators and dense medium
separation; Classification techniques. Cape Town, South Africa.
Contact: Dr Barry Wills, Email: bwills@min-eng.com
19 - 26 May 2018: ALTA 2018. organised by ALTA Metallurgical
Services, will be the 23rd year of one of the world’s premier annual
metallurgical events. Perth, Australia. Contact: Allison Taylor,
Phone: +61411692442, Email: allisontaylor@altamet.com.au
16 - 21 June 2018: Resources for Future Generations, PREMIER
CONFERENCE ON ENERGY • MINERALS • WATER • THE
EARTH. Vancouver Convention Center, | Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Under the auspices of IUGS and supported by the Canadian
Federation of Earth Sciences, three Canadian organizations have
partnered to deliver RFG2018. Contact: rfg2018.org
19 - 22 June 2018: 25th World Mining Congress, EXPO
Congress Center, Astana, Kazakhstan. The leading institutions
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